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Evaporation induced self-assembling of few layer graphene into fractal-like conductive macro-network, reduction of percolation threshold
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Abstract

Transcription of nanoproperties to others dimensions in efficient and simple way by appropriate design of devices is a challenge; and conductive nanocarbon systems are concerned. Here, the evaporation induced self-assembling method is proposed to form branched, fractal-like “2D” conductive macrostructures from (nano) micro-few layer graphene flakes. The self-assembled conductive graphene networks reveal a reduction of percolation threshold compared to random arrangement (lower matter concentration is required to make a given substrate conductive and at lower coverage), and becomes a promising matrix for conductive (transparent) films. The method is easy, cost-efficient and can be potentially applied at unlimited surface.

Construction of high performance macro(micro) devices in a way that preserve the features of their micro(nano) components still requires the efforts. In 2D or 3D systems (films, polymers, composites) containing conductive nano(micro)carbons, the electrical properties of carbon components are hardly propagated through the surface or bulk due to high percolation threshold, which is related to an insufficient carbon loading, weak contact between individual components (morphological and chemical identity dependent interactions) and/or their disordered, random arrangement. Concerning the recent development of (transparent) conductive graphene-based films, the highest qualities are achieved by CVD synthesis, and despite the problem of (rotary) grain boundaries between the nano- or macro- sheets, low sheet resistances are found (0.28 -1 kΩ/sq of sheet resistance increasing two order of magnitude for supported graphene). The micro(nano-)graphenes originating from top down
approach synthesis (exfoliation of graphite based materials) exhibit usually lower conductivity and their (transparent) conductive films formed by spin coating, hot-spray or other techniques show few-few-dozen kΩ sheet resistance.\textsuperscript{6-10} Varied transparency/conductivity property of the films is required depending on the final (opto)electronic application (e-readers, electrochromic windows, touch sensors, photovoltaic, etc...);\textsuperscript{11} this relationship can be modified by films’ thickness within a given matter. A variant is low surface coverage e.g. formation of graphene-carbon nanotubes hybrids, graphene mesh electrodes.\textsuperscript{12-15}

At present, we propose the evaporation induced self-assembling method as an alternative way to reach highly conductive graphene (few layer graphene) network at macroscale. The approach leads to branched, fractal-like patterns. In principle, these autoscalable structures achieve the goal of nano→ micro → macro scale multiplication. Apart from branched geometries of trees or river beds widely present in nature, the fractals approach is also present in time or market analysis.\textsuperscript{16-19} The formation of self-assembled structures from dried nanofluids is not entirely understood and final morphologies depend on many factors such as solvent, evaporation conditions, particle size, identity, concentration and thermodynamic state, which affect chemical potential, nanoparticles mobility and attractions (repulsions) between particles, particles and substrate, particles and solvent.\textsuperscript{20-22} Initially it was described by hydrodynamic instabilities and solute transports phenomena.\textsuperscript{23,24} Further, the formation of branched structure could be predicted with Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) dynamics and “coarse-grained” two dimensional microscopic lattice gas model based on uniformity of solvent dynamics and the fluctuation of nanoparticles boundaries following evaporation.\textsuperscript{25} Following investigations introduced additional instability at the macroscopic solvent-air-substrate contact line in accordance with Marangoni effect.\textsuperscript{20,21} The recently reported “open” domain simulations consider also particles aggregation during evaporation process, assisted by shrinking of drying fronts from the edges toward the center.\textsuperscript{26}

On the other hand, the aggregation of particles appeared in general as a central problem in the applied colloid science and was described by diffusion-limited aggregation (DLA) and cluster cluster aggregation (CA) mechanisms based on Monte Carlo simulations.\textsuperscript{27-31} The aggregation process limited by diffusion of particles to the aggregate surface is similar to precipitation of species from a supersaturated matrix or to a crystal growth from a supercooled melt,\textsuperscript{29} while DLA model produces complicated shapes such as dendrits and clusters with fractal dimensionality. Curiously, micro-dendritic and fractals mono and
polycrystals were observed for CVD grown graphene islands on copper and gold foils which suggested diffusion-limited process;\textsuperscript{32-34} the fractal etching of graphene on liquid copper surface was reported as well.\textsuperscript{35} Recently Wang et al. reported on the self-assembly of DNA and biofunctional polymer on graphene nanoribbons, where non-covalent interactions (van der Waals, charge transfer) permitted an adhesion of graphene to SiO\textsubscript{2} surface and assembling of the macromolecules on graphene.\textsuperscript{36,37}

While the formation of branched structures is more elucidated, their impact on percolation phenomenon in the conductive films is rarely studied. The germinal theoretical simulations show that reduction of percolation threshold can occur in self-assembled patterns compared to randomly assembled structures (percolation occurs at lower gold concentration).\textsuperscript{38,39}

Two types of few layer graphene (FLG) flakes originated from different synthesis methods are here considered. The FLG obtained by mechanical ablation of pencil lead has an average lateral size of 2.5 µm and multi step structures (the lateral size of sheets differs within a given flake, (FLG-Abl)).\textsuperscript{40,41} The second FLG was extracted from expanded graphite (FLG-EG) under µ-waves irradiations, it exhibits higher 2D aspect compared to FLG-Abl i.e. few up to dozen of µm lateral sheets size with similar average sheets number (~ 6 and up to 20). Both FLGs have similar atomic oxygen percentage (~5%, XPS), while higher conductivity was measured for FLG-EG. The minimal resistance measured for FLG-EG individual flakes is 500Ω, while for FLG-Abl flakes a min. resistance was of 1.6 kΩ after annealing at 800°-900°C.\textsuperscript{40} Three different solvents are used in the evaporation process: chloroform, toluene and ethanol. These are the solvents having an ability to significantly disperse graphene, which aimed to lower an agglomeration of the flakes prior to evaporation processes. The diffusion rate was additionally influenced by evaporation time; the samples were left to dry in open or closed systems. The ethanol suspension of FLG-Abl was drop casted on flat glass plate and left as such for drying (f-1), two toluene suspension of FLG-Abl were left in a closed glass vessel with two different concentrations (f-2 higher, f-3 lower); and chloroform suspension of FLG-EG was drop casted on flat glass plate and left for evaporation in a closed vessel.

Once the evaporation processes finished, all investigated FLGs formed well-organized continuous branched patterns (f-1, f-2 in Fig.1, f-3 in Fig.2 and f-4 in Fig.3), which in majority can be detected by eyes; and mostly with fractal characteristics.
Figure 1. Optical photos of self-assembled patterns formed via evaporation: f-1 from FLG-Abl in ethanol in open system on flat glass plate, f-2 from FLG-Abl in toluene in closed system on bossy round substrate, f-4 from FLG-EG in chloroform in closed system on glass plate.
Figure 2. SEM micrographs of self-assembled pattern of FLG-Abl formed via evaporation of toluene in closed system (f-3).
Figure 3. SEM micrographs of self-assembled pattern of expanded graphite originated few layer graphene formed via evaporation of chloroform in closed system on glass plate (f-4).

The branched structures observed in literature are usually µm size, here the continuous networks cover all (or quasi-all) centimeters range substrate surfaces revealing that size-unlimited substrates can be potentially used for such grown structures. Affected by evaporation conditions and FLG identity, the morphology of the formed patterns varies. The f-1, f-3 and f-4 can be considered as one integral macroscopic network, f-2 is a network
constituted of connected small trees structures. All patterns although have a “2D” aspect (film) revealing significant interactions of the flakes with glass substrates. The observed not negligible degree of 3D aggregations, i.e. stacking of the flakes in z directions related to van der Waals attractions is strengthened by high initial concentration of the flakes. F-4 self-assembly, formed from FLG-EG lie in flatter manner than FLG-Abl originated patterns (HR-SEM fig.3 versus fig.2), which is in agreement with higher 2D aspect (lateral size/thickness) of its components. In the patterns formed from FLG-Abl, the flakes have tendency to lift from the surface and stack each other at higher angle from the surface, which is due to their lower 2D feature and/or multi step structure. In traditional approach they assimilate rather “particles” than “sheets” behavior.

The AFM topography profiles performed for f-4 (fig. 4) indicate inhomogeneous thickness of the network, while the highest detected points (∼ 400 nm) are linked to lifted flakes extremities, the flakes localized on top but not at edges of the pattern (see also fig. 3, HR images). The flakes at network edges making interface with glass lie flat confirming significant adhesion interactions (a thickness of a few nanometers is detected at the edges, fig.4 right, see also fig.3 HR images), while the top curved flakes suggests an excess of the flakes, which is linked to excessive initial concentration. The interfacial flakes act as double adhesive type to glass and to “extra” flakes on the top.

![Figure 4](image.png)

Figure 4. The AFM image with two profiles performed at the edges of patterns (right), and corresponding AFM tomography profile.

The observed densification of matter in a center of f-1, f-2, and f-3 (fig.1) is in accordance with “open” domain simulations, where an amount of flakes are pulled toward the center after
shrinking of drying front.\(^{26}\) F-4 network exhibits more homogenous long range density and “order” of branches, which can be related to high 2D aspect (similarly to nanoribbons – assembled macromolecules\(^{36}\)). The main branches have seeds in a center of plate in fractals f-1, and f-3 (fig.1, fig.3) and their density as well as the density of sub-branches decrease with increase of substrate radius from that center. In f-2 (fig.1), where a round, bossy surface and long time evaporation was applied, the overall pattern consists of three connected circular networks of trees which keep the same morphology but their size and (sub-)branches densities change periodically with the substrate radius (density decreases and the size of substructures increases with the radius increase). This circular symmetry suggests a uniform evaporation and density of the FLG particles on the overall surface (number of flakes/substrate area), while the substrate center remains FLG-free and the seeds of trees are arranged at three different radius circular lines due to the bossy form of the substrate.

The fractal dimension (\(D_f\)) can be defined as \(\log N(l)/\log l\), where “\(N(l)\)” is the number of boxes and “\(l\)” is the length of the boxes. \(D_f\) was estimated for f-3 and f-4 by box counting method via linear fitting of the logarithmic relation with the “Image J” software.\(^{42}\) Prior to the counting the chosen SEM micrographs were converted into binary images, which are next divided by squares (boxes) with varied size from 2 to 64 pixels. Fig. 5 demonstrates the representative binary images of f-3 and f-4 with corresponding \(\log N(l)/\log l\) plots. The \(D_f\), a slope of the plots are 1.73 ± 0.02 for both networks and suggests diffusion limited aggregation mechanism (DLA).\(^{27,28}\) For few images \(D_f\) goes up to higher value, 1.85 ± 0.02, which can be related to cross-linking between the branches.
The charge transport properties of f-1, f-3 and f-4 networks were investigated by four point probe (FPP) method with distance fixed probes, by injection of current in the range up to $10^{-2}$ A (Keithley 200 four-point probes). The experimental values were multiplied by geometrical correction factor according to the method protocol of FPP method for thin films. The measurements in addition were performed after annealing of the samples at 400°C in He for 4h, which aimed to remove adsorbed impurities and solvents residues. The networks exhibit ohmic behaviors; representative I(V) curves with corresponding calculated resistances are presented in fig.6. The resistance values before annealing are 15.4 kΩ, 2.4 kΩ for f-1 and f-3 respectively (high density center omitted), and 4.4 kΩ and 541 Ω for f-4 (at lower and higher density). The resistance values significantly drop after annealing treatment an order of magnitude to 2.3 kΩ, 130 Ω for f-1 and f-3 respectively and to 97 Ω and 48 Ω for f-4. The relatively lower resistance of f-4 (48 Ω, 97 Ω depending on local thickness) compared to FLG-Abl are in agreement with higher conductivity of individual FLG-EG components,
however other factors such as flakes identity, different evaporation conditions and related pattern morphology can play an additional role.

The main finding from the charge transport measurements is that the percolation threshold is strongly reduced in the branched, fractal-like networks compared to a random arrangement, which confirms preliminary simulation results for self-assembled gold nanoparticles. The performed earlier investigations considering FLG-Abl flakes shows, that when they are randomly deposited on glass substrate by hot spray techniques, a charge transport performance is much lower. The $R_s$ is higher for the same concentration (f-2), while for lower concentration corresponding to f-3, a conductive path is not achieved. The minimum resistance of the formed film and at minimum coverage, after annealing at 800°-900°C, was 760 Ω by Hall Effect technique, while the FPP measurements showed 85 kΩ and 15 kΩ before and after annealing respectively. Here, obtained by the FPP $R_s$ for assemblies are one, two orders of magnitude lower, moreover the conductive film with random arrangement could not be achieved for a transparency higher than 32% (high coverage). It is however difficult to determine an exact impact degree of self-assembly on conductivity improvement due to the undetermined graphene-graphene junction and local thickness variation. These can vary within and between no- and organized arrangements. The “extra” flakes can also stack differently to interfacial flakes, which can act as platform for assembly of the fist ones. One thing is certain: the presented self assembly allows a percolation to occur at lower FLG concentration for a given surface, while the low coverage of substrate surface can increase additionally a transparency of the film. To improve the transparency the initial concentration of the flakes needs to be lowered to avoid excessive stacking in “z” direction. The latter is of
huge importance in view of (opto)electronic applications, where continuous branched networks constitute a path for charge transport, and assisted by low coverage of substrate increases a transparency of the film similarly to graphene-carbon nanotubes hybrids or graphene mesh approach.\textsuperscript{12-15} Moreover, according to “open” domain simulations branched structures can be reached at low surface coverage, only 10%.\textsuperscript{26}

High conductivity and related continuity of the fractal networks are in addition reflected by SEM micrographs quality. A very low charging effect of the assemblies occurs during the analysis despite the large and thick insulator substrates of which significant surface area is FLG free. Beside the observed black FLG conductive paths, separated and charged FLG flakes can be punctually identified on network-free areas (flashes, fig.2 and 3).

In conclusion, it should be underlined that the presented evaporation conditions were not optimized with respect to (transparent) conductive films, and mainly aimed to demonstrate a possibility to form macroscopic self-assembled conductive graphene networks from (micro)nanoscopic matter with reduced percolation threshold via easy, cost-effective and substrate-size unlimited method. A given substrate (film) became conductive with lower matter concentration and at lower surface coverage. In turn to determine the exact impact degree of the fractal like patterns on conductivity improvement relative to random arrangement a graphene-graphene junction and thickness need to be known. Several parameters need to be set in order to fully understand the graphene fractals-like self-assembly formation and to control conductivity and (or) transparency property in most important manner. The thickness of the networks can be optimized by the use of lower initial concentration and subsequent higher dispersion of flakes containing lower sheets number; and adapted evaporation conditions. Playing with evaporation conditions one can shift thickness/coverage/conductivity ratio in view of electronic or optoelectronic applications with a given matter. The control of substrate-graphene-graphene interactions can be achieved also by the use of functionalized graphenes.

The above results confirm the importance of recent trends dealing with implementation of bio-inspired architectures in materials science.
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